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In this note we demonstrate the existence of EOL forms F and G which are n-similar, i.e. 
Y”(F) = Y”(G) but Y n + r(F) # Y n+ t(G) for n E { 2.3). This partially solves an open problem 
from [3]. 
Introduction 
The theory of grammatical similarity (see, e.g., [ 1,2,5]) studies language families 
generated by one ‘model grammar’. Given a grammer F one defines the similarity 
relation a (F’ a F means F’ is similar to F) and then one investigates the family of 
all languages Y(F) generated by grammars similar to F (their family is denoted by 
Y(F)): in such a situation F is referred to as a form rather than a grammar. Now 
considering every element of V(F) as a form one can define by F the family Y2(F) 
of all language families defined by grammars in Y(F). Proceeding in this way one 
can define for every n 2 1, -i’“(F). 
The above mechanism provides one with a way to measure similarity of grammars 
(forms). It can happen that, for forms F and G, Y(F) = Y(G) but Y*(F) # U2(G). 
In this case we say that F and G are l-similar. A natural question within this frame- 
work for measuring similarity is: do there exist for every n 2 1 grammars (forms) F 
and G such that _P(F) = P’(G) but Y’+‘(F) # 2”” '(G)? A positive answer to this 
question would indicate that the above mechanism for measuring similarity can be a 
very subtle one. 
In this note we consider the above question in the framework of EOL forms (the 
forms considered are EOL systems). We demonstrate that the above question gets a 
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positive answer for both n = 2 and n = 3. This provides a partial solution to an open 
problem from [3] where the positive answer to the above question was given for 
n=l. 
1. Preliminaries and definitions 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of formal language theory 
especially the theory of EOL systems (see, e.g., [4]) and EOL forms (see, e.g., [2,5]). 
We will denote an EOL form F by F= (V, Z, P, S) where V is its total alphabet, Z is its 
terminal alphabet, Pits set of productions, and SE V\Z its axiom. In the rest of this 
note we will often represent an EOL form by simply listing its productions. Then 
upper case letters denote nonterminals, lower case letters denote terminals and the 
left hand side of the first production listed will be the axiom. We now recall the 
definition of Y”(F) where F is an EOL form and n is a positive integer. 
Definition. Let F be an EOL form. Then Y(F)= {L(F’): F’ a F} and for every 
positive integer n, Y’+‘(F) = {J!““(F): F’ a F} . 
The following result is obvious. 
Lemma 1.1. Let F, G be EOL forms and let n be apositive integer. Then Yfl”(F) = 
_I?“+ ‘(G) implies Y”(F) = Y’(G). 
Definition. Let F; G be EOL forms and let n be a positive integer. Then we say that F 
and G are n-similar if 40”(F)=YR(G) and 9’n+1(F)#Y”+1(G). 
Directly from the above definition we get the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.2. Let F and G be EOL forms and F a G. Then Y*(F) c Y’(G) for every 
positive integer n. 
2. Results 
In this section we will prove the existence of EOL forms F and G which are 
n-similar for n = 2 and n = 3. First we need the following definition. 
Definition. Let n be a positive integer. 9, = {{a,, az, . . . . a,,,}: m zn} i.e., -4”, is the 
set of all languages consisting of at least n one-letter words, _!& = {Y&: m 1 n}, 
$=(~}U$, andY~=(&:m2n}. 
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The following lemmas are useful for computing Y2(F’) and U3(F’), where 
F:S-+a,a+a,S-+b,b+N,N-+NandF’aF. 
Lemma 2.1. Let F: S + a, a + a, S + b, b + N, N + N, let k be a positive integer and 
let F’aF. Let Fk:S+a,,a,+a2 ,..., ak-l+ak,ak+a, aE (a,, a2, . . . . ak}, and 
I? S-b,b+N,N+N. 
(i) If Fk a F’, then _& c Y2(F’) and P$ C Y3(F’). 
(ii) Zf F a F‘, then (2;) c Y2(F’) and { {Yi}> c Y3(F’). 
Proof. Let F, F’, k, Fk and F be as in the statement of the lemma. 
(i) Clearly for each 12 k, F, a Fk and Y(F,) = Y; and no other language families 
can be obtained. Thus Y’(F’) 2 _Y”(Fk) = (8: I2 k} = 92. Then 
Y3(F’)>~3(Fk)={_Y2(F,):I~k}={6”2:l~k}=~~. 
(ii) Obvious. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let F: S + a, a -+ a, S + b, b + N, N -+ N and let F’ a F. Then Y2(F’) E 
{~~,~~,{~}:k~1}.MoreoverY3(F)=(2$,2,~,{~}:k~1}. 
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 2.1. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let F:S-ta,a+a,S+b,b-+N,N+N and let F’aF, L(F’)#0. 
Then Y3 (F’) = _Y3 (G) where either 
G:S+al,a1+a2 ,..., ak-l+akrak-ra,S-+b,b+N,N+N, or 
G:S+al,a1-+a2 ,..., ak_l+ak,ak-+a, or 
G:S+b,b+N,N-+Nwherea~{a,,...,a~} forapositiveintegerk. 
Proof. Let F and F’ be as in the statement of the lemma. Let k be the smallest 
integer 1 (if it exists) such that F, a F’ (F, is defined as in the statement of Lemma 
2.1). We consider separately three cases. 
(i) k exists and F a F’ (F as in Lemma 2.1). 
Then GaF’, thus Y3(G)~Y3(F’). U3(G)={&,~~,{Yi}:m~k}. Either ke 
{ 1,2} and then clearly 
Y3(F) = _Y3(G) c Y3(F’) c _Y3(F), 
hence U3(F’) = Y3(G). Or k >2 and then the assumption Y$E Y3(F’)\Y3(G) 
where m’< 1 (S$$ E Y3(F’) \ Y3(G) respectively) contradicts the minimality of k. 
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(ii) k exists and F a F’ does not hold. Analogous to case (i). Then 
Y3(F’)=P’3(G)={~~:m~k}=_$~. 
(iii) k does not exist. Analogous to case (i). Then 
Y3(F’)=Y3(G)={{-Y;}}. 0 
We are now ready to prove for n = 2 and n = 3 the existence of forms F and G such 
that F and G are n-similar. 
Theorem 2.1. Let F: S -+ a, a +a,S+b,b+N,N+N, and G: S+a,a+a. Then F 
and G are 2-similar. 
Proof. Let F and G be as in the statement of the theorem. Then Y2(F) = 
_Y2(G)=&. Using Lemma 2.3 and its proof we get Y3(F)= {-ki, _$f, {g}: k? l} 
and _Y3(G)={$: krl}. Clearly Y3(F)\Y3(G)#0and so the theorem holds. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let F:S+a,a+a,S+b,b+N,N+N and G:S+a,a-tc,c-+c, 
S + b, b + N, N + N. Then F and G are 3-similar. 
Proof. Let F and G be as in the statement of the theorem. Then using Lemma 2.2, 
Lemma 2.3 and its proof we get 
Y3(F) = {Yj, A$ {q}: kr I} and _Lg3(G) = (Yt, Pi’, (81: kz2). 
Since UT = 9: = 9; we have U3(F) = _Y3(G). We now compute V4(F) and _Y4(G) 
using Lemma 2.3 and its proof. 
Y4(F)= {{Pi, 22, {g}: mzk}, U;c’, {{Pi}}: kzl}, 
and 
Y4(G)={{Y$_P~,{~}: mrk}, y7;, ({*I}: kz2). 
Clearly 
_Y:={Y;2:1zl)~_Y4(F)\Y4(G). 
Hence F and G are 3-similar. 0 
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